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Coffee, music, the great outdoors just a few of the reasons to visit Seattle. Your Moleskine City

Notebook Seattle can accompany you from the top of the Space Needle to the middle of Pike Place

Market. The Key Map summarizes the overall city layout, showing the sequence and location of the

26 zone maps. Map of the metro system and list of stations, plus the alphabetical street index of the

zone maps. Blank pages for jotting down notes and recording your thoughts, stories and memories.

32 removable sheets for loose notes and exchanging messages. 12 translucent sticky sheets for

tracing your routes and sharing itineraries. A 96-page tabbed archive for collecting everything that

matters most and keeping it at your fingertips. The first 6 tabs are printed; the others await your

personalization with the enclosed adhesive labels.Each pocket sized Moleskine City Notebook is

thread bound and has a cardboard bound cover with rounded corners, acid free paper, three

bookmarks, an elastic closure and an expandable inner pocket that contains the Moleskine history.
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Contains maps of the city, the subway, and surrounding areas. I'll be taking this on an upcoming trip

to the city and had written in all the sites I want to see. Looking forward to using it during my travels.

Perfect size.



I'm not a native but I've lived near Seattle for a long time, long enough to have moss on my toes. I

bought one of these books because I like to have a pocket map and a place to take notes. This

almost fits the bill. Why, the map is not up to the standard I'd like. I know this only because I found

another pocket mapÂ Rand McNally Seattle Popout Map: Double MapÂ But the popout map doesn't

have any place to write anything. So if you are visiting get both. You can write on the one in the

Moleskine book using either their tracing paper or if you are like me, just ink in the missing bits.If

you've never handled one of these Moleskine city books, they are not guidebooks. They are a book

for making a self guide book, i.e. When someone tells you, visit blah,eat here, look at this or

that...you can write it down in the indexed section so you'll remember it. If you run into a cool place

and want to mark it on the map that allows that, take a note about something so you can ask about

it later, plenty of pages to write in, or draw doodles on.These books are from the days of pen & ink

and not digital ink so if you like this sort of thing and are frustrated with your several hundred dollar

iApple product because you dropped the stylus or the thing itself, and now it won't boot and tech

support from India says, you need to upgrade to the next expensive bit of hardware get one of

these. They are low tech and actually work even after being trashed around quite a bit. You can

even tear out a page and hand it to someone. But bring your pocket digital camera, it's very

beautiful here especially in the summer.

Go this for our honeymoon and found it very useful

Perfect gift for my Sons balance moving to  land

Love the Seattle city planner, but you advertised as new......it was used because there was a

newspaper article inside the planner!!

This was a gift. I think the person that received it liked it. I enjoy taking notes while traveling and

moleskines are the perfect size for such things.

As a frequent traveler to Seattle, This notebook has paid for itself tenfold. Instead of looking like a

jacka** with my face in my phone the whole trip, I planed the trip in the moleskin before leaving

home. I included adresses and phone numbers of all the places we wanted to go and times of

operations, and left open spaces to ask the locals where to go. The book has been passed to family



and freinds who have added their own places. Now we can enjoy our trip without having to find a

place to sit and use the wifi or computer.

I received my Seattle Moleskin- My only beef with it is that it doesn't include my neighborhood, or

Office area (I Live South of the city, and work East of the city) I wish there were downloadable maps

so I can add pages at the same scale. Beyond that, it's cool.
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